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Prioritising important research questions for MS

A partnership between people affected by MS and healthcare professionals

Turning priorities into research

The top 10 unanswered MS research question will influence the MS

Society’s own Research Strategy. Our Research Strategy Committee 

will consider the appropriate response to each of the priorities, which 

might include commissioning a systematic review, a specific funding 

call or speaking to other major research funders. 

Beyond the MS Society it is hoped the results will help researchers 

select topics when developing applications, and influence the decisions 

of funders. 

The JLA priority setting process has been applied to several other 

conditions e.g. type 1 diabetes and prostate cancer, with encouraging 

results. Previous partnerships have a track record of turning priorities 

into research projects. The Health Technology Assessment 

programme has already taken up four research priorities from three 

other JLA partnerships.

The JLA is an internationally recognised organisation and the 

coordination of their work has recently been taken over by the NIHR 

Evaluation, Trials and Studies Coordinating Centre (NETSCC). The

JLA facilitate partnerships to ensure both an unbiased result and an 

inclusive transparent process.  

The James Lind Alliance

MS Priority Setting Process

Question gathering  . A steering group made up of 

people with MS, carers and healthcare professionals 

oversaw a large scale survey to collect questions from 

anyone who has an interest in MS.

507 individuals submitted 1084 ‘raw’ questions

Sorting. Questions gathered were sorted and 

grouped into topic areas by the MS PSP steering 

group. Questions within scope - prevention, 

diagnosis, prognosis and treatment - were checked 

against previous research to see if they have already 

been answered. 

67 questions went forward for prioritisation 

Prioritising. Between April and May, people affected 

by MS and healthcare professionals will be able to 

vote for the questions most important to them. This 

stage will reduce the amount of questions to a 

manageable number 

So far over 400 people have voted

Narrowing down to 10. A workshop to discuss the 

short-listed questions will be held in July 2013. 

Participants will express their views, hear different 

perspectives and think more widely about MS to 

ultimately identify the 10 most important questions

Turning Top 10 into 

funded research projects

Results will inform the MS Society’s research strategy

Results will also be disseminated widely  and hopefully 
influence researchers and the decisions of other 

research funders

Share your views on the importance of the 

questions long-listed for prioritisation

The James Lind Alliance approach to setting 
research priorities 

The MS Society have embarked on a MS priority setting 

partnership (MS PSP) to identify research priorities that are 

important to people affected by MS and healthcare professionals.

The MS PSP is following the established process of the James Lind 

Alliance (JLA) - bringing together people with health conditions, carers 

and clinicians to identify and prioritise their top 10 unanswered 

research questions. This is a new approach to setting priorities for MS, 

and the results of the MS PSP will help ensure that funders and 

researchers are aware of what matters most to people with MS and

healthcare professionals. 

The MS PSP is half-way through the process, having identified 

questions for prioritisation. A large scale survey is underway which 

invites people affected by MS and healthcare professionals to vote for 

questions they would like to see answered by research. 

An important part of the process is taking into account existing

research evidence - only unanswered questions will be prioritised. All 

treatment uncertainties gathered will be entered into the NHS’s UK 

Database of Uncertainties about the Effects of Treatments (UK 

DUETs), which publishes treatment uncertainties from people with 

health conditions, carers, clinicians and from research 

recommendations.


